source that it has in its practicing members. We all know that our U. S. Government and many of its citizens could profitably make more and better applications of soil science. A large part of the work laid out for men especially trained in soil science is to help land operators apply with judgment on their particular land the facts that are already known about how such land should be managed. Griggs discussed some problems of the professional worker as applied to the whole field of biology in 1945 (Science, 101:235-239). He stated: "the best way to gain support for research in the biological sciences is to develop a large body of intelligent and influential practitioners who would demand that someone solve the problems they met in their daily service." He also pointed out the need for adequate organizations of scientists, including some kind of federation of the life sciences. We need somehow to stimulate our practitioners to acquire the utmost competence, and to channel their services into places where work is needed.
We can count and locate many of the professional soils men. More than 700 work for the Soil Conservation Service. They map land conditions on farms and apply soil science in all phases of soil conservation operations. A substantial number, perhaps close to 200, work for agencies of the Department of Interior that are concerned with land: The Bureaus of Reclamation, Indian Affairs, and Land Management. Another 100 or more are in extension or service work in the various States. Many are in private employment. Numerous employees of the research agencies spend part of their time on professional practice in addition to research.
This Society could well afford to undertake a survey of the Nation's manpower in soil science. Such a study would lead naturally to the subject of manpower requirements and adequacy of training to meet them. At presemployment opportunities, however, lie in t professional practice.
Many well-trained soil scientists who ente sional practice found that they needed new niques, and viewpoints to perform their work scientist in an operations program must qui his facts, evaluate them, make his decision, an the next job. He seldom has opportunity to statistical analysis, check his results by anoth or even delay his report until he obtains mor ter he maps a farm, for example, the map m for reproduction at once, and handed to the few days or weeks later. The soil scientist is "production" job. His principal recourse in spot is the consultation. Every practitioner m when to call for help. He calls first on hi supervisor, who often is able to solve the probl times they consult someone else who has had complementary experience.
Practicing soil scientists in some places use of laboratory work in making their operating The whole question of laboratory tests and w them must be explored further. Undoubtedly sons without technical training tend to place confidence in a soil analysis. Perhaps som laboratory-trained scientists encourage them to
The soil scientist in an operations program as part of a professional team. He is a spec staff position. His supervisor is responsible fo program in which applied soil science is one not the only one. The soils man in such a posi has the duty of interpreting pertinent land f colleagues on the staff. Usually they, rather tha scientists, have most of the direct dealings farmers concerned.
In such an arrangement each staff member m what his teammates are recommending in eac situation. Written standards in the form of or other ready references are needed. This is way to avoid having different men give what be conflicting advice under nearly identica stances. Some of the written standards cover ma ent subjects and apply to a particular area. Such standards or guides contain the safe uses for of land, suitable crops and rotations, needs for and lime, practices to control runoff, and othe ments for safe, long-time land management. O nical references, like some of the engineeri books, apply to specialized work over a large A general handbook of the latter class is the
